Health Advances, Inc., a consulting firm specializing in the commercialization of innovative medical technologies and services will be hosting a presentation on campus on Wednesday, November 2nd at 5:00 p.m. The company works with clients in all sectors of the health care industry - from biotech, pharmaceutical, device and diagnostic companies to major medical centers and venture capitalists.

Please join us in Room 4-149 on November 2nd at 5:00 p.m. to discuss career opportunities for individuals interested in working in an entrepreneurial, team oriented environment.

POLICE LOG

The following incidents were reported to the MIT Campus Police from Oct. 21-27:

Oct. 21: Senior House, (1) bicycle stolen from common area and wallet stolen from an unlocked room, total value $554, wallet later recovered minus cash; (2) bicycle stolen from rack, $500; Herman garage, bicycle stolen $150; Rockwell Cage, wallet stolen from jacket while victim playing basketball, $155; Oct. 22: Bldg. 5, notebook computer stolen, $3,600; West garage, car broken into and sneakers and cassette player stolen, $110; Sheek Library, indecent exposure; Pacific Street, attempted larceny of cobble stones; Bldg. 2, suspicious activity.

Oct. 22: Bldg. 52, wallet stolen, $30; Bldg. 18, vandalism.

Oct. 24: CRA lot (near the Whitehead Institute), number plate stolen from a vehicle; Bldg. W11, $300 stolen; car stolen in Brookline, recovered in Sloan School lot; Bldg. E23, more broken into and keys stolen; Bldg. 9 bicycle rack, bicycle handle bar stolen; Bldg. N410, a key and $6 cash stolen from a room.

Oct. 25: Bldg. E23, camera stolen, $1,000; Bldg. E25, suspicious activity; bicycle rack at 33 Massachusetts Ave., bicycle stolen, $500; Briggs Field, bicycle stolen, $180; Bldg. 2, two stolen Athena chairs recovered.

Oct. 26: Bldg. 26, bicycle rack, bicycle stolen, $300; Bldg. 5, $20 cash stolen; Bldg. 38, television stolen, $250.

Oct. 27: Windsor St. parking lot, VW broken into and radio stolen; 33 Massachusetts Ave. bicycle rack, bicycle stolen, $200; Bldg. 68, missing phone calls; Bldg. 54, bicycle stolen, $300; Bldg. 68, cash stolen, $50; Bldg. 69, vandalism.

Reminder: Campus regulations prohibit the securing of a bicycle to a stair rail or in a hallway, and there is a fine of $25 or $50 if the bicycle is left for 24 hours.

Center Replaces W2

Hillel, from Page 9

"Today MIT Hillel is the center of a vibrant Jewish community on the MIT campus," Rosenblum said. "MIT Hillel is the center of a vibrant Jewish community on the MIT campus," according to the dedication program. "A rich array of programs — social, religious, education, cultural, and social action — bring together MIT's students with faculty and staff to celebrate their Jewish heritage." The chaplains have shared office space together for years, Rosenblum said. "We work together and find the common ground," mutual respect in terms of professions and religions, she said.

Deena DiStefano contributed to the reporting of this story.

Call The Tech news hotline! x3-1541.

Take a minute to let us know how we're doing.

meal@mit.edu

WE HAVE JUST COMPLETED OUR FALL SURVEY.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR COMMENTS.

LOOK FOR OUR RESPONSES AT EACH DINING LOCATION.

MIT FOOD SERVICE

"WE TAKE ACTION"